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The combination of small-animal PET and MRI data provides
quantitative in vivo insights into cardiac pathophysiology, inte-
grating information on biology and morphology. We sought to
determine the feasibility of PET and MRI for the quantification
of ischemic injury in the rat model. Methods: Fourteen healthy
male Wistar rats were studied with 18F-FDG PET and cine MRI.
Myocardial viability was determined in a transmural myocardial
infarction model in 12 additional rats, using 18F-FDG PET and
delayed-enhancement MRI with gadolinium-diethylenetriamine-
pentaacetic acid. All PET was acquired with a dedicated small-
animal PET system. MRI was performed on a 1.5-T clinical
tomograph with a dedicated small-animal electrocardiographic
triggering device and a small surface coil. Results: In normal
rats, 18F-FDG uptake was homogeneous throughout the left ven-
tricle. The lowest mean uptake of the 18F-FDG was found in the
apical regions (79% 6 6.0% of maximum) and the highest uptake
was in the anterior wall (93% 6 4.3 % of maximum). Myocardial
infarct size as determined by histology correlated well with de-
fects of glucose metabolism obtained with 18F-FDG PET (r 5

0.89) and also with delayed-enhancement MRI (r 5 0.91). Left
ventricular ejection fraction in normal rats measured by cine
MRI was 57% 6 5.4% and decreased to 38% 6 12.9% (P ,

0.001) in the myocardial infarction model. Conclusion: Integrat-
ing information from small-animal PET and clinical MRI instru-
mentation allows for the quantitative assessment of cardiac
function and infarct size in the rat model. The MRI measurements
of scar can be complemented by metabolic imaging, addressing
the extent and severity of ischemic injury and providing end-
points for therapeutic interventions.
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The need for correlative anatomic imaging has recently
been well recognized in PET. Molecular imaging approaches
targeting for apoptosis, angiogenesis, hypoxia, receptor den-

sity, and gene products have been introduced and applied in
animal experimental models (1). These techniques are use-
ful to gain an understanding of the early steps of disease
development as well as therapeutic effects. The increasing
specificity of molecular imaging approaches (hot spot imag-
ing) requires morphologic information for localization and
quantification (2). PET/CT and SPECT/CT have rapidly gained
clinical acceptance, reflecting the diagnostic value of multi-
modal imaging approaches (3). However, CT is associated with
considerable radiation exposure, which may be disadvanta-
geous in longitudinal imaging protocols (4).

There is great interest in MRI as a noninvasive cardiac
imaging modality that can provide precise ventricular mor-
phology with high spatial resolution and good soft-tissue
contrast without contrast agents and with no radiation (5).
The assessment of altered myocardial extracellular space
using kinetics of gadolinium-diethylenetriaminepentaacetic
acid (Gd-DTPA, Magnevist; Schering AG) (contrast-
enhanced MRI [ce-MRI]) has been introduced as a marker
of myocardial necrosis in ischemic heart disease (6,7).
Recently, the feasibility of molecular imaging using nano-
particles has been reported, but the low sensitivity of MRI
and the limited availability of contrast agents targeting
molecular processes has to be overcome (8).

The combination of PET and MRI may add valuable
information on cardiac physiology and function and may
trace signals addressing molecular and physiologic aspects of
disease phenotype and therapeutic effects while minimizing
the radiation exposure. Although integrated PET/MRI sys-
tems have been suggested recently (9), acquiring data on con-
ventional systems and using retrospective image registration
appears as a feasible approach in small animals. Dedicated
animal MRI systems are costly and are available in only a few
imaging laboratories. On the other hand, clinical MRI
tomographs are widely available and provide a mature and
validated imaging platform to be applied to animal imaging.

The rat is an established experimental animal model
for cardiac research. Rat cardiac disease models for hu-
man heart failure, myocardial infarction, and myocardial
ischemia are frequently used to investigate the disease
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pathophysiology or to test the efficacy of new therapies
preceding clinical studies (10–12). Unlike conventional ex
vivo approaches, noninvasive imaging approaches that deal
with physiologic and longitudinal observations are ex-
pected to provide new perspectives. In particular, the
quantification of infarct size with serial examinations may
be an attractive surrogate endpoint to test the efficacy of
new strategies such as gene and cell therapies. Infarct size
is known to be a strong prognostic factor and is expected to
be modified by these therapies (13,14). However, the small
ventricular volume and the high heart rate in normal
resting-state rats require high spatial and temporal resolu-
tion in small-animal studies.

In this feasibility study, we combined a recently devel-
oped small-animal PET system with high sensitivity and
resolution (15,16) and a clinical 1.5-T MRI system to
determine functional and morphologic parameters in the rat
heart (glucose metabolism, ce-MRI, and global left ven-
tricular [LV] function). The normal pattern and variability
of these parameters were defined, and the feasibility to
assess disease alteration was examined using a model of
myocardial infarction.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Experimental Protocol
Experimental protocols were approved by the regional govern-

mental Commission of Animal Protection (Regierung von Ober-
bayern). Male Wistar rats (Charles River) were used in all
experiments. In 14 healthy normal rats (average weight, 316 6

15 g), 18F-FDG PET and cine MRI studies were performed. To
determine the myocardial viability in a transmural myocardial
infarction model, 18F-FDG PET, cine MRI, and ce-MRI using
gadolinium-DTPA were conducted (n 5 12).

The left coronary artery (LCA) was ligated to create transmural
myocardial infarction. Under anesthesia with intramuscular ad-
ministration of midazolam (0.1 mg/kg), fentanyl (1 mg/kg), and
medetomidin (10 mg/kg) (MMF) and mechanical ventilation, the
chest was opened to expose the heart. A 7-0 polypropylene suture
on a small curved needle was passed through the LCA and ligated
to occlude the LCA. To assess the relationship of in vivo and ex
vivo measurements in acute and subacute phases, animals were
allowed 1 d (n 5 6) or 1 wk (n 5 6) of recovery before MRI. PET
was performed within 24 h after MRI. Finally, the heart was
excised for ex vivo analysis.

MRI
Rats were anaesthetized with intramuscular administration of

MMF during the imaging process. All MRI was performed using a
1.5-T clinical MRI system (Sonata; Siemens Medical Solutions)
with a dedicated small-animal electrocardiographic triggering sys-
tem (SA Instruments) and a small flex loop coil for a human wrist.

For the assessment of LV function, short-axis images were
acquired using fast cine imaging with a steady-state free preces-
sion (SSFP) sequence (parameters: repetition time, 4.0 ms; echo
time, 2.0 ms; flip angle, 80�; interpolated in-plane resolution, 0.42 ·
0.41 mm; slice thickness, 2.5 mm with contiguous slices; 13–16
frames per cardiac cycle). After cine MRI, the presence of delayed
myocardial enhancement was assessed (ce-MRI) in an infarction
model (n 5 12) at 15 min after intravenous injection of a dose of

0.5 mmol/kg body weight Gd-DTPA. For this purpose, a retro-
spective segmented inversion recovery–prepared fast low-angle
shot pulse (IR-FLASH) was used. The optimal inversion delay for
nulling remote myocardium was defined visually in a representa-
tive slice. Short-axis views were obtained using the following
imaging parameters: repetition time, 850 ms; echo time, 2.6 ms;
interpolated in-plane resolution, 0.3 · 0.3 mm; slice thickness,
2.5 mm with contiguous slices; inversion time, 100 ms; and k-space
data segmented over 3 cardiac cycles (51 lines/cycle), with data
acquired every other cardiac cycle. The sequence was electrocar-
diographically gated to end diastole.

Quantitative analysis of MRI was performed by a computer
program developed at our institution (MunichHeart/MRI) (17).
Epi- and endocardial contours of the entire LV slices were
manually traced in diastole and systole, and the LV volume at
end-systolic (ESV) and end-diastolic (EDV) phases as well as LV
ejection fraction (LVEF) were calculated. For the definition of the
delayed-enhancement area, the percentage of enhanced myocar-
dium in the LV was calculated by manual tracing of enhanced
myocardium.

PET Imaging
Anesthesia was initiated and maintained using the same proto-

col as explained earlier.
Rats received an intravenous injection of 18F-FDG (37 MBq)

via the tail vein. Thirty minutes before the 18F-FDG injection, the
animals were treated with intraperitoneal administration of insulin
(8 mU/g body weight) and glucose (1 mg/g body weight) to
enhance tracer uptake into the myocardium. The 18F-FDG imag-
ing acquisition was started 30 min after 18F-FDG administration
and continued for 30 min.

PET was performed using a small-animal PET system (MO-
SAIC; Philips). A full description of the prototype of this system,
the A-PET system developed at the University of Pennsylvania,
has been published elsewhere (15,16). Briefly, the system is based
on 14,456 gadolinium oxyorthosilicate (GSO) crystals with di-
mensions of 2 · 2 · 10 mm. The GSO crystals are glued to a
continuous light guide and are read by a hexagonal array of 288
photomultiplier tubes. This gantry design leads to a port diameter
of 19.7 cm, a transverse field of view of 12.8-cm diameter, and an
axial extent of 12.0 cm. The scanner operates exclusively in
3-dimensional (3D) mode. The coincidence timing window is
12 ns, and the standard energy window lies between 410 and 665
keV. Data were acquired for 12 min, resulting in a sinogram con-
taining the detected coincidences, corrected for randoms.

Sinograms were reconstructed into 128 · 128 matrix (1 ·
1 · 1 mm voxel size) transaxial images using the 3D row-action
maximum-likelihood algorithm (3D-RAMLA) using a gaussian
filter (2-mm full width at half maximum) (18). Data corrections
included normalization, dead-time, and decay corrections. No
corrections were made for attenuation or scatter. Then, volumetric
sampling was applied to delineate 3D tracer distributions of 18F-
FDG uptake throughout the LV myocardium, and the tracer
concentrations of each sampling point were displayed as a polar
map (Munich Heart/NM software) (19).

Defect size in percentage of LV was defined by the fraction of
polar map elements with reduced tracer uptake in the total polar
map derived from the 18F-FDG uptake images. The appropriate
threshold value for infarct size measurement was determined by
using normal values derived from normal rats using ex vivo data
as reference.
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Ex Vivo Analysis
After the 18F-FDG PET acquisition of infarction model rats, the

animals were sacrificed. The hearts were excised, frozen, and
embedded in methylcellulose. For histologic analysis, serial short-
axis sections in 1-mm intervals (20-mm thickness) of the entire
heart were obtained using a cryostat.

For the histologic analysis, hematoxylin–eosin staining was
performed on all serial sections (20,21). The stained sections were
digitized, and the percentage infarct size was analyzed using
ImageQuant software (Molecular Dynamics). The LV and the in-
farct area for each section were manually traced, and the infarc-
tion area (as a percentage of the total LV area) was calculated from
the summation of each section. Intraobserver and interobserver
reproducibilities were r 5 0.99 (slope 5 1.01) and r 5 0.99 (slope 5

1.03) for the infarct size measurement, respectively.

Statistical Analysis
Data are expressed as a mean 6 SD. P , 0.05 was considered

statistically significant. The unpaired t test was used to assess the
difference in values between normal and infarcted rats. Two
comparison analyses were performed with simple linear regres-
sion. Multiple group comparisons were performed using ANOVA,
which was followed by the Scheffé test to identify differences.

RESULTS

PET and Cine MRI in Normal Rats

Figure 1 displays short-axis images of 18F-FDG uptake
in a normal rat heart. LV myocardium showed excellent
contrast of 18F-FDG. A polar map of regional distribution
and the statistics on 4 segments derived from the 14 normal
rats are shown in Figure 2. Almost homogeneous tracer
uptake throughout the LV was observed. However, mild
differences in uptake were present, with the lowest uptake
among the anterior, septal, inferior, and lateral walls being
apical (P , 0.001).

Short-axis cine MRI from a normal rat at end-diastolic
(ED) and end-systolic (ES) phases is shown in Figure 1.
The good spatial resolution and soft-tissue contrast provide
information about global as well as regional LV and right
ventricular wall morphology using the clinical 1.5-T MRI
system. Mean EDV, ESV, and LVEF of normal rats were
calculated as 0.52 6 0.09 mL, 0.22 6 0.06 mL, and 57.2% 6

5.4%, respectively.

Assessment of a Myocardial Infarction Model by
18F-FDG PET, ce-MRI, and Cine MRI

Glucose metabolism assessed by 18F-FDG uptake dem-
onstrated the ischemic injury in the anterior wall of the
infarcted rats. ce-MRI showed a regional increased con-
centration of contrast media in an area corresponding pre-
cisely to the 18F-FDG uptake defect (Fig. 3). The infarcted
area was confirmed by ex vivo analysis with hematoxylin2

eosin staining, revealing a poorly stained region at low
magnification.

The comparison between the histologic percentage LV
infarct size versus the percentage LV 18F-FDG uptake
defect size was performed using different threshold values
for 18F-FDG PET. We found linear regression results with
correlation coefficients (r) ranging from 0.86 to 0.89 with
the tested threshold values (3–7 SDs) (Table 1). The
smallest difference and the best correlation between infarct
size and in vivo findings were observed when 6 SDs below
the normal regional mean were used. However, there were
few differences between 3 and 6 SDs with regard to the
correlation coefficient (0.82 vs. 0.89) (Table 1). An exam-
ple scatter plot between histologic infarct sizes versus 18F-
FDG defect infarct size determined with a threshold of
6 SDs is displayed in Figure 4A. ce-MRI also demonstrated
a high correlation of r 5 0.91 between the histologic per-
centage LV infarct size versus the percentage LV delayed-
enhancement area (Fig. 4B).

Cine MRI showed regional wall motion abnormalities
by visual analysis of cine-mode display corresponding to
the area with delayed enhancement in all animals. EDV
(0.62 6 0.13 mL) and ESV (0.38 6 0.12 mL) were
significantly higher (P 5 0.036 and P , 0.001, respec-
tively) and LVEF (38.0% 6 12.9%) was significantly lower
(P , 0.001) in infarction model rats, reflecting the impair-
ment of LV function with myocardial infarction. In addi-
tion, LVEF shows a negative correlation with percentage
infarct size (r 5 0.73).

The variability for the measurements of percentage LV
infarcted area by both imaging approaches was low, yield-
ing correlation coefficients for intra- and interobserver
reproducibility of r 5 0.97 (slope 5 0.98) and r 5 0.97
(slope 5 0.99) for MRI and r 5 0.96 (slope 5 0.87) and
r 5 0.97 (slope 5 0.90) for PET, respectively. The intra- and

FIGURE 1. Short-axis images of normal
rat heart with 18F-FDG uptake and cine
MRI at end-diastolic (ED) and end-
systolic (ES) phases. Serial images from
apex (left) to base (right) are shown.
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interobserver variability of ejection fraction measurements
with MRI yielded r 5 0.97 (slope 5 0.87) and r 5 0.98
(slope 5 0.99), respectively.

DISCUSSION

In this study, we combined data from a small-animal
PET system and a clinical MRI system for the assessment
of glucose metabolism, extent of late enhancement, and
global LV function in normal and infarcted rats. Both

imaging approaches were highly accurate to determine the
extent of myocardial infarction in the rat model.

The feasibility of rat heart imaging with small-animal
PET has been previously reported by Kudo et al. (22). Our
results showing a homogeneous distribution of 18F-FDG in
the rat heart and an excellent correlation between 18F-FDG
defect and infarct size confirm their findings.

We administrated an insulin/glucose mixture 30 min
before 18F-FDG administration to maximize cardiac uptake
and to standardize metabolic conditions for all animals.
Under normal resting conditions, most energy is derived
from long-chain fatty acids in the myocardium. However, the
energy source rapidly changes to glucose in response to
glucose loading and insulin administration (23). In human
clinical studies, glucose loading and insulin injection are
commonly used to improve image quality and diagnostic
accuracy (24). All of our study population showed high 18F-
FDG uptake in the myocardium, and good image quality was
achieved by the applied insulin/glucose stimulation protocol.

High accuracy of the infarct size measurement based on
normal distribution patterns was demonstrated without
performing attenuation correction. Attenuation correction
is one of the important corrections for absolute quantifica-
tion of PET data in human studies. Fahey et al. reported that
attenuation correction is not necessary in rodent studies on
the basis of their phantom experiments (25). In this study,
the observed homogeneous distribution of myocardial ac-
tivity confirmed this notion. However, slightly decreased
18F-FDG uptake was depicted in the apical segments of

FIGURE 3. (A) Short-axis images from apex (left) to base (right) in rat with permanent left coronary occlusion (1 d after myocardial
infarction). 18F-FDG PET shows an uptake defect, and delayed-enhancement MRI (ce-MRI) demonstrates hyperenhanced area in
corresponding anterior wall indicated by fused images (arrows). Corresponding histologic sections stained with hematoxylin–eosin
reveal the infarct area as a poorly stained area. (B) Polar map views of 18F-FDG uptake (left) and of infarct area (blue) determined by
threshold analysis using 6 SDs (right). Examples of tracing of LV region (red) and infarct area (blue) are displayed in C (ce-MRI) and
D (histology).

FIGURE 2. Polar maps of normal distributions of 18F-FDG
uptake in healthy rats. Mean percentage uptake is almost
homogeneous throughout LV wall but slightly decreased at
apex. Ant 5 anterior; Sep 5 septal; Lat 5 lateral; Inf 5 inferior.
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normal rats. This is well known in human normal data with
PET and SPECT (26,27). This heterogeneity is most likely
caused by partial-volume effects from apical thinning and
motion artifacts occurring in nongated cardiac studies.
Acquisition of gated images has to be used to minimize
these artifacts in the apical area.

There are few studies performed on an experimental rat
infarction model using the MRI enhancement technique to
determine infarct size (20,28,29). Infarct sizes were re-
ported to vary with time after injection of contrast materials
in the case of a fixed inversion delay, and the best time to
estimate infarct size has been reported to be approximately
10–16 min. We started measurement of contrast enhance-
ment 15 min after injection and used individually adjusted
inversion delays, yielding an excellent correlation (r 5

0.91) between the enhancement area and infarct sizes,
which is in agreement with other reports (20,28,29).

A combination of PET and MRI may represent an ideal
platform of noninvasive imaging in small-animal cardio-
vascular research. In this feasibility study, MRI provided
cardiac function and the extent of necrosis, which charac-
terized quantitatively the glucose metabolism in the rat
infarction model. Both parameters can serve as surrogate
endpoints for therapy status. A permanent occlusion model
has been used to validate the imaging signals in comparison
with histology in the present study. Figure 5 shows 18F-
FDG PET and ce-MRI data in a reperfusion model. 18F-
FDG was administrated under a fasting condition 24 h after
ischemia/reperfusion. This example indicates the potential
of delineating the extent of reversibly injured myocardium
by 18F-FDG and the extent of necrosis by ce-MRI. By
combining both signals, the extent of ischemic injury can
be followed and related to experimental therapies. Addi-
tionally, other, more specific molecular tracers may be
substituted for 18F-FDG to explore the full potential of
integrating MRI-defined morphology with PET-derived
biologic signals.

One of the major advantages of MRI for small-animal
experiments is its high spatial and temporal resolution that
makes it possible to assess the morphology and function of
the small ventricle. For targeting of specific molecular
events, PET has advantages, with numerous tracers for me-
tabolism, sympathetic function, angiogenesis, hypoxia, and
receptors (1). Because both techniques have complementary
advantages and disadvantages, the combination is very
attractive for experimental studies. In addition, it is expected
that new methods of data processing will be developed to use

FIGURE 4. Linear regression analysis
between percentage LV delayed-
enhancement area by ce-MRI and per-
centage LV infarct size of ex vivo analysis
(A) and between percentage LV defect
area of 18F-FDG PET (threshold analysis
by 26 SDs of normal data base) and
percentage LV infarct size (B) in myocar-
dial infarction model of rat. d, 1 wk after
MI; s, 1 d after MI.

TABLE 1
Correlation Analysis Between Histologic Percentage LV

Infarct Size and Percentage LV 18F-FDG Uptake Defect Size
Using Different Threshold Values

Threshold value 3 SDs 4 SDs 5 SDs 6 SDs 7 SDs

Mean difference

(18F-FDG 2 histology)

15 8 4 21 24

SD of difference 9 8 7 7 6

Slopes (y 5 18F-FDG,

x 5 histology)

0.95 1.01 1.03 1.01 0.95

Correlation coefficient 0.82 0.86 0.87 0.89 0.88
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MRI data to correct for partial-volume effects in PET and,
thereby, improve quantitative measurements (30).

In the clinical setting, the combination of PET and CT
systems considerably improved the diagnostic performance
in oncologic imaging as compared with the separated imag-
ing strategies alone. On the other hand, in terms of cardio-
vascular examinations, absence of ionizing radiation, good-
contrast images of the myocardial wall without contrast
agents, the feasibility of cine-mode acquisition, and delayed-
enhancement techniques for viability studies are advantages
of MRI over CT. This is especially true for small-animal
imaging as the required spatial resolution imaging by CT
leads to a high radiation exposure in small animals and could
potentially affect the results of serial imaging.

Software-based registration of PET and MR images was
performed in this study. There is no commercially available
instrumentation for simultaneous measurement of PET and
MRI. Conventional photomultiplier tubes—used in PET
scanners to amplify the photons from the annihilation event—
cannot operate in magnetic fields, but alternative technol-
ogies such as optical fibers or avalanche photodiode tech-
nology are currently being tested in experimental designs
(31,32).

CONCLUSION

Multiple cardiac tissue and functional parameters in
normal and infarcted rats were successfully obtained using
the combination of a small-animal PET and a clinical MRI
tomograph. The observed correlation with ex vivo measure-
ments confirmed the accuracy of imaging to determine
tissue viability and necrosis. A complementary multimodal-
ity approach to small-animal imaging may improve the
noninvasive characterization of disease phenotype in animal
models. The need for quantitative measurements, which can
be applied longitudinally for monitoring of therapeutic
interventions, is well understood. Multimodality imaging

devices are expected to become an integral part of cardio-
vascular imaging.
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